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"As I walked out the door toward my
freedom, I knew that if I did not leave all
the anger, hatred, and bitterness behind,
that I would still be in prison."

Nelson Mandala

Stated after decades of unjustified
imprisonment, yet within, he was ALWAYS a
freeman.
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The Purpose Of My Life, Teaching &Work
Is To Be:

Strong enough, to face hardship
Brave enough, to endure defeat

Courageous enough, to live in wisdom
(no matter the external conflict)

&
Honest enough to learn from lessons of loss,
Without having to live a life of blame, anger

Or regret
Eric Sander Kingston

Excellence, Is A State Of Mind, Body & Spirit:
Practiced Daily, Lived Constantly & Mastered Within. The
Individual Self, That Embraces Self-Evolution & Goes
Beyond Preconceived Limitations, Inspires All Those
Around Them To See That The Human Potential Is
Unlimited

Eric Sander Kingston
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS WRITING

Think about this question for a moment: If

you could get out of fighting with YOURSELF,

what could your life be like?

For most people, chosen, accepted internal-

slavery/fear (living in guilt, shame, regret,

anger and blame, ie, low frequency energies)

has become their path, their prison and their

internal enslaving battlefield. They are in

constant war-prisons within themselves.

Many cannot even “see” the prison they are

in, or the battlefield they are on (as Plato

said, “You are ignorant of your ignorance.”)

and many more suffer in perpetual sorrow

because they refuse to access their freewill,

commit to a higher course of being and

useful action, and won’t demand of
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THEMSELVES their Universal Right to internal

freedom which yields, peace of mind.

In essence, when I speak of freedom, I am

referring to a higher frequency internal

freedom, not a freedom that is merely a

belief about “doing whatever you want,” but

more so, a freedom that is about living in

courage, bravery, peace and purpose

WITHOUT the chained, enslaving internal

energies of GUILT, SHAME, REGRET,

ANGER & BLAME. I speak of the freedom

to be in perpetual action for the higher

cause of personal and global justice, a

freedom beyond fear, a freedom of inner

quality to create the most with this life as

you can, without the “chains” of your own

self consistently and UNESSARLIY being in
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the way of your truth, sense of peace,

relationships, goals and overall success.

KEEP IN MIND:

If you DO NOT overcome these “chains”

of slavery and fear, if you DO NOT, in

some form, deal with the war on the

battlefield for your inner freedom, you

will “pass your (slave) demons (guilt,

shame, regret, blame and anger) onto

your children (friends, self) as your

parents (and world) passed theirs onto

you.”

Even Buddha went to “war” with his anger

and lower emotions to lose his “chains.”

Buddha, was once asked by someone a

simple question: “I heard you spent many
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years eating a single grain of rice a day.

What did you gain from that!” The Buddha

replied: “Nothing, but I lost my anger, my

greed, my ignorance.” We could also

translate this as he TRANSFORMED “fears”

into higher energies within the “battlefield”

of the heart, mind and soul. It’s a war of

TRANSFORMATION not “destruction,”

but one has to think, commit and act

strategically for this transformation, fear into

courage, to occur.

The main purpose of these words I wrote, is

to give you philosophies to contemplate

about your own “INNER chains” and to bring

some awareness for you to understand that,

to an extent, an INTERNAL prisons can be

just as taxing and restrictive as physical ones.
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Ultimately, I hope you will look deeply within

yourself, and realize, if you feel “imprisoned,”

that you are the gatekeeper, the prisoner

and the warden. THEREFORE, YOU

ALWAYS HAVE THE POWER and the

potential key, of the choice, to unlock the

door to freedom, transform and free yourself

from the battlefield of guilt, shame, anger,

blame and regret in your life. But you must

remember, that YOU, and only you, can

choose that way of being, to courageously

hold steadfast to a higher truth and try to

free yourself from those invisible forms of

slavery and fear.

Therefore, these words are written as seeds

of self-belief, to stimulate within you the
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courage to make a powerful choice FOR

YOUR LIFE: To choose to be TRULY free, to

choose to leave your past behind, and to

NOT fear becoming internally liberated and

transformed from the slavery-demons of

guilt, shame, regret, anger and blame.

The choice is yours and yours alone. No

one can make this internal choice for you.

Yet, it is one of the most important choices

any person can ever make: To choose to be

free, or exist in a prison of fear, self-injustice

and internal slavery, needlessly suffering on

the battlefield of freedom, from not taking

an ACTION for the betterment of your life.

The choice is completely up to you.

Eric Sander Kingston
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Freedoms Battlefield
Unlocking Your Spirit To Live In Peace

Because
Submission Is Slavery.

In Tribute
Megas Alexandros

1. Do you think the battlefield is empty

because you don't see anything/anyone

on it? Do you truly believe because

you're walking by yourself, you are alone?

The field before you is full, the soldiers

are standing with you, between this life

and the next, every person, every warrior,

has a choice, to live as a slave to their

fears or as a freeman, and there's always

a cost to your freedom. Yet, far too
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many never ask what the cost is, of NOT

paying that price.

2. What you see before us is rarely the inner

cause or truth. It's only a manifestation

of the internal power struggle between

freedom and fear, duality and unity,

channeling out upon the face of the earth.

It is a struggle, reflecting the battlefield

going on within each heart, mind and

soul, between INTERNAL freedom, and

the self-chosen slavery of guilt, shame

and regret, in those living in a prison of

fear of others and their own true self.

3. There comes a time, in every personal

battle, when it’s not about numbers, or

titles, or powers, or principalities, or
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victory, or defeats. It’s just about a

freewill choice that each person must

make, of whether they choose to live as a

slave in fear, or find and pay the price for

their freedom to peacefully and

powerfully be who they truly are.

4. Look around you, the skies, the trees, the

waters, everything is bearing witness and

most of all, so too is your own soul. The

only thing to fear is inaction to do what is

right and just. The only thing to be

afraid of, is not making your own

cultivated choice, and the only mistake

one makes is doing nothing in the face of

this challenge.
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5. Your external lives may not be what you

want, but the choices you make internally,

to do what you need to do for freedom,

that always remains yours, and you will

eventually succeed, if you’re willing to

pay the price and do what must be done

NOW, not by being destructive, but by

being aware that, “The gift of freedom

is yours by right. But the home we

seek resides not in some distant land.

It's in us! And in our actions on this day!”

6. One day, the choice for freedom won’t

need to be made, for all will be sovereign

and free of their fears, but until that time

arrives, we must stand up against the

injustice of submission and inaction in
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the face of injustice because we should

realize = “one day” could be NOW.

7. For far too long silence has been the

choice of far too many.

8. If you’re not willing to fight for your

freedom, what are you willing and

choosing to fight for?

9. In many cases, when someone you say

has “overpowered” you, it’s you whose

given them that power, for even a slave

can remain free within and in many forms,

take their power back.

10. It’s simple, a free man finds a way within

themselves, a slave succumbs to their
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own illusions. A slave fears their lack of

power and has an unwillingness to

commit to an action, especially an

inner-action. They lay in wait, forever

hoping some external force will free them

from the prison that only they can free

themselves from.

11. You may end up in heaven or hell forever,

but while you are here at least make an

effort to live as a free person.

12. We can no longer wait for others to free

us. It’s an internal choice anyways, one

must be brave enough, and courageous

enough, to make it and stand up to

ridicule, not only of oppressors, but of

those closet around you who are
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enslaved to their own fears and

submitted wills.

13. Before you give in, at least try. Before

you run away, at least make a stand.

Before you quit, at least give an effort.

Death comes to us all, so you might as

well face it brave, courageous and bold,

seeking the freedom that means more

than all the gold in the universe.

14. There’s a sacred sword and stone within

everybody, and an Excalibur that only

you can pull from the stone. Yet, It’s not

a stone of rock or a sword of metal, but a

stone of your own freewill and the metal

of your resolve. Choose to pull it, and

take it into your hands and use it wisely,
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but most of all, do not be afraid to pull

that sword from it’s stone and be a king

or queen.

15. Everyman has a fear that’s an illusion, and

every illusion is nothing more than a

child’s fear. Step through it, and it will

dissolved. Take up the miter and be

strong. Don’t believe you’re alone, the

battle is happening here and now, and

there’s no other way, no other victory,

except the freedom to choose to be who

you are.

16. What use is all the titles, and gold, and

fame to a slave?

17. Death is better than internal submission.
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18. If your freedom is last on your list, and

your own freewill means less than gold,

you will easily be surrendering it to

others. If you cannot see the cost of

what it is to submit to fear, ignorance and

life’s illusions, then you are already lost

and imprisoned to self slavery and

sorrow, living out the fears of your

parents and ancestors.

19. A free man dies on his feet, a slave on his

knees, between the two is only a choice.

What course of action are you willing to

choose?

20. Before every free man is the fear of

slavery, and for too many slaves, before

them is the fear of freedom.
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21. Too many are content in the quiet

desperation of handing their freewill over

to false authority of others, in this world

or the next. They refuse to stand up for

themselves despite their Universal right

to freewill and choice.

22. The worst slavery is not those of chains

and shackles, but of the submitted

freewill, submitted by free choice, of

those who are submitting out of

ignorance and fear. There is no worse

punishment.

23. Free men will always give, and a slave is

always waiting for something outside

themselves, to free the connections from

their limiting chains of fears, before they
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can give. The free person will always

give and be in useful action, because they

are connected to the universal infinity of

the Primordial Way, who essence is

eternal freedom, not fear.

24. If freewill be costly, pay the price. If

wisdom be a hardship, dig deep. If

tenacity and resolve be a fear, expose

yourself to it. Those who risk nothing,

gain what they risk.

25. External losses and mistake, are

ultimately not failures, but teachings.

Within the self, simply cultivating the will

to remain in action, and keep learning,

from the flow of whatever happens, is the

crux of true wisdom. Therefore, living a
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life without regret, that’s the true victory

that many cannot, and will not, commit

to achieving. That is why their lessons

of life do not make them stronger and

filled with wisdom and deep experience,

but destroy them.

26. So heed these words, for you are all

soldiers to one extent or another on

freedom’s battlefield, but to be a warrior

for love, or peace, or justice, or freedom,

or whatever it is that moves you, you

must continually choose to be free within,

and not be internally submitted by guilt,

shame, regret, blame or others. Start by

being loyal to your nature, and eventually

cultivate within yourself, the courage of

your calling. See where your true inner
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battles lay. Fear nothing, for ultimately

there is nothing to fear, except the

inaction cause by your fears, and of

allowing others to decide your life for

you in this world, which is nothing less

than a battlefield for total freedom.

With Your Freedom In Thought, Heart, Body & Soul,

Eric Sander Kingston

Schayel

Ericsanderkingston.com
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Strategies to inner self mastery through the stripping

away of dualism to merge with unity. These works

take one through an essence of transformation, to

attain a cultivated primordial awareness on both the

intellectual and emotional level. Once mastered, these

strategies, allow one to merge mind, body, soul, as

well as thought, speech and action into a unified field

which can be applied to any endeavor one chooses.

To seek only to master others yields the finite of

external limitation. To master the inner self is the way

to primordial infinity. Please Note: This book is

NOT intended for beginners, who do not have some

background in ancient energy literature, conflict

resolution based on transformation towards inner

mutual resolution, or for Martial Artists who do not

grasp Gandhi's Wisdom: "The greatest demons in the

world, are those running around our own hearts."
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To me, Martial Arts is a way of resolving conflict,
ESPECIALLY INNER CONFLICT,

not creating it.

Still
For M.R. written by Eric Sander Kingston

To defend with the concept is harder
than to defend with the technique

To defend with the technique is harder
Than to defend with the body

To defend with the breath is hard
Than to defend with the mind

Therefore,
To strike with the concept is harder
Than to strike with the technique

To strike with the technique is harder
Than to strike with the body

To strike with the breath is harder
Than to strike with the mind

To not strike at all,
Is harder still
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Eric Sander Kingston is a Martial Artist,
writing, film maker living in Los Angles,
California.

His main objective is creating works that
unite people through showcasing the
wisdom’s contained in each and every
culture, to create bridges of unity
and understanding.

“In the final analysis, our most basic common
is that we all inhabit this small planet.
We all breathe the same air.
We all cherish our children's future.
And we are all mortal.”

John F. Kennedy

Ericsanderkingston.com
Wishonwisdom.com
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Wish on Wisdom is a book series, created by

Eric Sander Kingston, for the purpose of

sharing the wisdom contained in every race

around our world, through original writings,

music and film. Become A Part Of This

ericsanderkingston.com

wishonwisdom.com
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